Use of hand-held ultrasound by a nonsonographer clinician to measure carotid intima-media thickness.
We sought to evaluate the accuracy of carotid intima-media thickness (CIMT) measurements by a nonsonographer clinician using hand-held ultrasound (HHU). Use of a HHU for point-of-care CIMT measurement has not been tested previously. Participants underwent reference ultrasound and HHU studies. HHU validity was tested by an expert sonographer. Nonsonographer clinician accuracy using the HHU was tested against the expert sonographer. CIMT bioequivalence was tested with .5 pixel limits. The 75 participants were (mean [SD]) 55 [7] years old. CIMT values were bioequivalent (0.714 [0.029] vs 0.685 [0.029] mm, phase I; 0.697 [0.015] vs 0.687 [0.015] mm, phase II; P(two 1-sided t test) < .05). Agreement was 80% for CIMT classifications (intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.451, P < .001) and 90% for plaque presence (intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.797, P < .001). CIMT measured by HHU was bioequivalent to a reference ultrasound system, when used by an expert sonographer or nonsonographer clinician. Clinical classifications by CIMT quartile and plaque presence were similar. HHU may be suitable for office-based atherosclerosis screening.